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  © Rachael on the go 
            15 minute writing tip 

 

Lesson 3A. Expression—paragraphs  

+ Check out my blog post (6 March 2014) on the perfect paragraph. 

Each paragraph does two jobs: it stands alone as a body of thought, and it 
contributes to your overall discourse. To do these jobs well, it needs to have 
the following three characteristics: 

Structure 
Construct a paragraph with three tiers:  

1. a topic sentence to announce a proposition or query 

2. proof or details to develop that idea 
3. a punchline in the last sentence to confirm your stance on the idea.  

Most people struggle with the paragraph’s middle section. Here are some 
types of material that flesh out a paragraph: 

A description/definition 
A narrative (for example, how an event prompted a policy) 
A history (for example, how a policy has changed over time) 

Forecasts/projections 
Examples 
Comparison and contrast (for example, comparative data) 
Classification  
Consequences of an event/decision/policy 
Cause and effect relationships 
A pathway/timeline—the steps in a process, a timeframe, or an event 
and subsequent events 

Process analysis (continued over page) 
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The debate—sides of an argument 
Pros and cons of a decision/policy 
An evaluation 
The application of an idea to a scenario (such as case studies) 

To mix things up a bit, you can try some different techniques: 

• Begin with a short anecdote or hypothetical scenario (‘what if?’).  

• Begin with a call to action (or present a new idea), then persuade the 
reader to act (or agree with your argument).  

• Try a question-and-answer format, whereby you pose a likely question of 
the reader and then answer/resolve it. 

Logic and cohesion 

For a logical paragraph, you need to: 

• arrange sentences in an obvious order—that is, by time (how something 
happened, or instructions for doing something), by space (a description of 
the physical layout or scene) or by logic (cause and effect; general to 
particular; familiar to unfamiliar; whole to part; or the reverse order) 

• repeat key words or use synonyms for key words—for example: 

Energy reform is a worldwide issue. Governments are dealing with 
energy issues that have global ramifications for the environment 
and for all industries that use power. 

• use pronouns for key nouns—for example: 

The companies stand to gain pricing advantages from the 
legislation reform. They intend to pass on that advantage to 
consumers.  

• use ‘pointer’ adjectives—for example: 

this plan, those developments, the above noted documents 

• use ‘thought connecting’ words—for example: 

however, but, nevertheless, so, also, and 

• make your last sentence (your punchline) address your starting topic 
sentence: either present a conclusion or, if you need to say more before 
drawing a conclusion, create a link to the next paragraph.  
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Length (around five or six sentences) 
Occasionally, short paragraphs are useful to emphasise a point or to make a 
transition across major sections in a document. But usually one or two 
sentences are not enough for a properly functioning paragraph. 

• If the reader can ask questions about the topic sentence that the 
paragraph doesn’t answer, then you need to write more.  

• If the reader would forget the topic sentence by the end of the 
paragraph, then you need to cut some text.  

• Check for one long paragraph among relatively short paragraphs, and 
vice versa. Do you need to fix it? 
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